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I.

INTRODUCTION

A. The purpose of this text is to provide a basic gener&l1zed
expl.e.nation of the equipment. and pilot techniques used in aerial
recovery. Its emphasis is on the training situation, and it is
intended to be informative to the pilot, rather than directive. As
in all flying, detailed techniques Tary somewhat from pilot to pilot,
and basic directives and regulations change from time to time. Details
of the aircraft ·aystems are available in appropriate handbooks or
manuals" and operational procedures are estahli5~ed in other documents.
The information i,n this doclD'1lent is current and reason&blyc~lete at
the time of writing" but may not remain so. Therefore" it is hoped the
reader will accept the 1nfol~tion and recommendations in this text as a
tra.1n:1.ng aid to provide a basis for questions" discussion and further
study.
'
B. Explanation of Tel'1l:lS: The following list of t~rms" although
not necessarily pecu.l1a.r to aerial recovery" are used in the text. For
the most part, the list includes only those terms that have an unusual
sense or meaning in association with aerial recovery or parachutes.

1.

Apex - the top most point of an inflated parachute.

2. Attaching straps - straps connecting a parachute clevis
to a suspended weight.

(

3.

Breathing - a periodic inflation and deflation of a

parachute.

4. Clevis - a metal unit connecting either a recovery loop
to a winch line or parachute suspension lines to attaching straps.
5 . Con.tng,. - the horizontal circular motion of a parachute
arouna a given point, no~ associated with a tandem parachute
system.
6.
a system.

Contact - a touching of the extended recovery gear with

7. De-rig - &'CIT action which results in separating any part
of the recove17 loop fran the poles.
.
.
8. Fishllne - the in-trail position of a recovery loop not
attached to the poles but suspended on the winch line behind and below
the aircraft.

9.

Heavy suspension line - a reinforced nrtical parachute

line
1-1
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10. High Speed Run - a maneuver designed to put the aireratt
within visual acquisition ra.nge of a system. in minimum time which
includes the factors of ranS;e and altitude"
Lateral - a horizontal reinforced parachute band.
Look-&ee - a visual inspection of a system in flight.

13. Mae West .;. deformation of I. parachute caueed by' a suapension
line looped over the top of a parachute.
14. Reeted - the in~tentiona.l or UIlintentional gatherin8 ot
paraehute suspension lines which results in. only partial 1.ntl&tion.
15. Rigged - aerial recover;y equipment is extended· fran the
aircraft and ready for recovery.
16. Sheave -the gathering together of parachute suspension
lines which occurs when a palrachute collapses after recovery.
Skirt - the bottom edge of an inflated parachute.
Splash - physic~Ll contact of &lV article with 'the ocean
surface.
Streamer - a parachute that does not open.
Suspension line - a Tertical parachute line.

21. System - a parachute or canbination ot parachutes and the
associated suspended weight.
22. Tear Through - physical contact of a parachute which does
not result in recover,y.
23. Weather box - a maneuver designed to maintain cloee-in
electronic surveillance of a 8YBtem in flight.
Visual - nsual acquisition of a system in !light.

I-2
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II

RECOVERY PARACHUTE SlST1iX3

1. The parachute system may be a single parachute or a canbination
or parachutes or devices. It is the recovery target and after contact
it is the link between the aircraft geSl~ and the recoverable package~
Its design aftects recovery reliability, and also affects the forces
imposed by the aircraft" its recovery gear, and the recoverable
package during recovery.
2. Minimum packed bulk, minimum weight, reliable deployment, in-flight
stability and sufficient size to providt!l a reasonable rat.e of descent
tor a given suspended weight are imporumt nonnal parachute design
criteria.. The requirements and stressel3 of aerial recovery impose
additional problems to the parachute de:signer. DevelopDent of parachute
systems suitable for aerial recovery has taken several directions to
lIleet the recovery requirfmlents with various suspended weights and
allowable package "G" loa.ds.

(

A. The Mark 5C Parachute: Ei.rl1 parachute"' syatema tused for leightweight recoveries were modifications of standard cargo or personnel
parachutes, specially reinforced to withstand aerial recovery. "Even
after a great deal of experimentation with parachute size, shape,
porousi ty, venting teclmiques and skirt design, the early systems all
left sanething to be desired in stability "and reliability. Parachute
oscillation, "breathing,," and other erratic .flight behavior made working
these systems more than a challenge to the recovery pilot. . Under ideal
conditions recovery was difficult; under adverse conditiOns, almost
impossible. Recovery reliability was relatively low with such parachute
systems.
(1) Final.l.y, a type of "ring-alot" parachute "was developed and
adapted for recovery. Using broad ribbons of fabric separated ~"tad1al.
gaps, or slota IJ the ring slot parachute deployed reliably, had accept&b17
low packed weight and bulk, and proved exceptionally stable in tlight.
The first ring-slot recovery design Oad three reintorced lateral banda
(numbered 1 through 3, top to bottom) and twelve reinforced swspensio,n
lines. It:-was ,designated the Mark 5B-,;, the Mark 5 for the shape of the
inflated canopy, the B tor firing-slot" (The MJC 5A had a solid canopy),
and the 3 for the number of laterale. Subsequent testing resulted in "
the addition of another lateral, designed #4, placed between the #1
lateral and the canopy apex, to increase recoverabili ty • The parachute
became the Mark 5B-4. A later modifica.tion of the suspension lines to
reduce weight has eee!lldeeignated the Mark 5C, but tor the canopy const.ruction and basic reinforced description, that follows, the Mark 5B-4 and
Mark 5C are identical. The Mark 5C is now the standard training" parachute
and is manut'ac't,ured by several canpaniels.

(2) The Mark 5C i.e a :rJj'lon twenty-tour gore ring-slot parachute
with a nClllinal diameter of 29.7 teet and a weight of appraximately 20
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pounds. Its inflated lddth across the skirt is slightly less than 20
teet, and the distance from. the skirt to the load. clevis is a little
over 24 feet. Every-second suspension line (12 of 24 total) is of
1500 pound. (static) tensile strength, while the remaining lines are of
300 pounds strength. Each c)f the four reinforced laterals 1e of 2400
pound strength. All reinforced lines are polJrvilVl chloride (PVC)
impregnated to reduce nylon burning, cauaed. by friction during recovery.

(3) The breaking force for nylon cord under rapid loading ~
drop to as low as f:J:YI, of its static breaking force, depending upon the
rapidi ty of· load change. The Mark 5 waa designed with & 50% lJ&fety
margin (1.5 maximum expected load) using static strength values for the
cord. Thua, it is apparent that the strength of the parachute can be
critical under the impact and dynamic loading forces experienced during
recovery.
(4)· On contacts where only one reinforced line is engaged,
design limits will usually be exceeded, and a tear-through is proba.ble.
Although the Mark 5 is a proven parachute, its reliability is dependent
upon good recovery contacu, at altitudes and airspeeds' Within 'established
limits. The slower the true airspeed of the aircraft, the lower is the
possibility of tear-through in the event of a poor contact.
B.

Other Parachute Systems:

(1) A family of recovery parachute, ranging grad~ from
small to large, does not exist as such. Special parachute systems for
varied special uses and weights do exist, however. Such systems are
of three types: Ka.rk 5 modifications, conical extension pa.rachute~,-add
tandem systems.
(2) Mark 5 modifications are scaled versions of the standard
parachute. Aircraf't recovery rig ge~etry, of course, places a parctical.
limit on the maxiInum size of canopy that can be contacted directly without imposing excessive impact loads on the recovery poles, mounts, ramp
and aircraft. A nominal diameter of 4Q feet. or so would appear to be
about the limiting size.

(3) The second type, the conical extension parachute, has a
reinforced truncated cone on the top of' the ~anopy. The cone, rather
than the canopy, is the target f'or the contact. Although there is no
recovery restriction to canopy size for this type of parachute, sane
deployment and structual problems have been encountered. This has,
until the writing, limited its use to i1ed1~ weight applications.
(235 to 800 lbs).
(4) The third type, the tandem system, uses two parachutes
stacked vertically and connected by a load line. 0nl7 the top parachute
must be sized and .stressed for recover" impact. The size of the bottom
parachute is limited only by material and parachute technology.
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(Ultimately, the weight that the aircraft can carry in trail). A
tandem system baa the advantage that, in the event of tear-through
of the top (recovery) parachute, the package is still supported by
the bottom pa.rachute, avoiding catastrophic descent. Also because
of the "sheavell effect of the long load line a.fter contact, "G"
forces at the package llre lower than on single systems. The disadvantage of most tandem systems is the system movement - the top
recovery parachute flies in the wake of the usually larger bottan
parachute, and, carrying the weight of the load line, usuall.y 1.",
over a little to one side. This freqaently results in tfbreathing",
"coning",or other erratic top parachute movement, in the vertical
as well as the horizontal plane, maldng achievement of a good contact
often difficult, and sCDetime h&zardous.

(5) Regard1esl:l of whether the parachute is a standard ~~rk
5C, a conical extension, or a tandem system, the pilot' 8 job remains
that of achieving the best poseible contact. Special training is
conducted for all non-standard systems as the requirement arises.

[
•
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III

AIRCRAFT PERFORMANGE:

A general discussion of aircraft performance factors as ~ apPlr
to recovery is an aid to understanding the techniques of aerial recovery
presented in the 8ectioru~ to follow. Aircraft descent and configuration
airspeed limitations are important in establishing the working envelope
of parachute system descent rates. Maneuver,iifdllt.y~.b .ot;.ptiJIIa'ry'impo:bt&nce
when establishing a working pattern clO'l!e to the system, and together with
pilot ability, is essential to the achievement of good contacts. Cent.er
of gravity consideratio~~ are o! lesser importanbe~so long as normal handbook llrn1.tations are observed. The pilot should be aware, however, that
center of gravity changes do occur during the recover,y cycle.

1. Aircraft descent/airspeed limitations and aircraft handbook
limitations will be observed in all contiguratiorus. With wing flaps 50%.
gear up, aft cargo door and ramp open, the limiting airspeed is 150 knots,
based on C-130 handbook limits for the aft~, cargo door and ramp, and the
wing flaps 1im:1t the angle of bank to 45 0 maximum. If the flaps are set
over 50%, the ma.xilnum allowable indicated airspeed i8 further reduced to
145 knots.

r

a. At normal aircraft weights, only about a 2500 teet/minute
rate of descent can be maintained. This figure has been established as
the maximum system descent rate at which a parachute.will normal~ be
worked, No minimum, of course, is necessar;y. In an emergency, the
aircraft descent rate can be increased slightly, by lowering the landing
gear, The air detlectors have little drag effect, but also may be opened.
Gear down recoveries are not permissible, 150 the landing gear must be
retracted prior to making a recover,y pass.
b. Normal parachute system descent rates lie between 1500 to
2000 teet per minute,
within 0-130 aircraft capability, provided
the system is allowed to drop to no more than a few hundred feet below
the aircraft. With the recover;y rig deployed, in the pickup position
aircraft limitation airaPled can be .flown. Keeping the airspeed between
120 and 135 knots should not be a problem to the pilot on a normal systeJ!'.

well

c. Parachute performance is the final factor to be considered
when discussing the descent capability of the aircraft. The parachute
descent rate is dependent upon air density in the same l1"anner as the
aircraft TAS-IAS relationship. A parachute, at a given weight, descends
at a constant vertical "lASH. Its vertical "TAS" (or actual descent
rate, disregaring possible vertical wind effects) decreases with altitude,
so that an abnormal system that is descending beyond the aircraft's
capability at 15,000 teet may be workable at same lesser altitude,
2.

Maneuverability. A discussion of aircraft maneuverability
should be presented mathematically, for pilots have,varied
opinions, and presentation of calculated proof is best evidence. '_~his

probab~
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teJt will re~, however, on discussion of two aspects; that of control
effectiveness, and that of maneuver or turn, radius. Math ldll be
avoided, but ~e reader is encouraged to study the flight path figures
of Section TI, ~epicting- recovery- patterM, and showing the etfect ot
changes in- angle of bank, and of altitudej'rJlS, upon the size and shape
of recOTery- patterns.· Specia~l attention should be devoted to the time
elapsed. A parachute descending at a given rate, together with clouds
or weather, msyseyerel1 t1m~-lim1t a recovory operation.
a. 'l'hefirst aspect, control effect.iveness, is complex. At low
airspeeds, _controls Inay feel "mushy" to the pilot. At higher airspeeds
wheel forceeincreases, so that the pilot feels he has firmer control,
and the aircraft may feel more responsive. In general, control effective-ness, as indicated ~ the direct force the control surface is able to
exert, does :tncrease With airspeed. Not so obv1ous~, 8_0 do aircraft
inertial effects, to the extent that at higher &irBpeedstbhe aircraft is
actually less maneuverable, in term8 of the pilotts ability to change the
flight path Within- a given time or distance. The aircrai't .~ more
responsive at higher airspeed, but this can be misleading to the recover,r
pilot. The C-l30 aircraft, in particular, demonstrates more than adequate
control response in the low speed regime which is the recovery envelope.
So long as violent lnaneuvers, and airspeeds less than 120% of stall are
avoided, an increase in airspeed 8light~ delcreases rather than increases
the pilot's -abilit.y -to -"move the aircraft" in order to "stay with" a
descending parachute. Within the 10 to 15 knots airspeed spread allowable
for recover;y;- an,y change in control effecti'V-eness can be considered
ne~g1ble at normal aircraft weight.
This applies equally to rudder,
elevator, and aileron controls. 120% of stall speed at an Aircraft weight
of 120,000 p~ flaps 50%, 18120 lCIAS. It follows that caution be
used to avoid large control corrections if recoveries are flown at
heavier aircraft weights, at this minimum recovery speed, or that an
extra margin of airspeed may be desirable. In tight turns, at heavier
weights, extra airspeed may be nece:ssary to avoid stall.
b. Aithaugh the recovery-pattern itself should be flown in a
coordin&tedmanner, uncoordinated controls may be needed, just
prior to contact, because of an apparent (not actual) "control reversal"
effect. This occurs because 'the recovery rig i3 below and well behind
the aircraft center of gravity. In attempting to position the rig for
a good parachute ~ontact within these last few seconds, the pilot
d1scoven that right aileron moves the rig in an arc to the lett,
actuation of up elevator move3 the rig dawn, and left rudder MOTeS the
rig to the right. This occurs, of course, because the aircraft attitude
begins ch.ang:iil.g almost 1nIned1ately with the control actuation wb1l.e the
flight path m.omentarily is essentially' unchanged, and takes several
seconds to begin chinging. The sense of timing and judgement needed to
use this effect to best advantage comes only from experience ~cp.ractice.
n~rmal
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c. The second aspect of maneu'verabi1ity is radius of turn.
At a given indicated aiX'Speed and angle of bank, the tum radius
increases with altitude because of the increased true airspeed.
Increasing the angle of bank, everything else held equal, decreases
the radius of turn. The steeper the bank, though, the more time is
spent rolling-in and rolling-out, so that the effect is not quite
as direct as it might seem. Bank, of course!> is ultimately 11m1ted
by the handbook maximum of 60 0 clean ,and 45 with flaps.
d. The importance of quickly achieving a low airspeed if one
desires to stay in a close pattern around. a given point ieJiren.:..dlDbnatnted
by the figures of Section IX. More important is the tiJne that can be
saved by keeping airs~ed low and angle of bank high. Figure 1 shows
that not only is a 45 of bank tear drop pattem smaller in size, but
flying it takes about 26 seconds less than a 300 of bank pattern, and
over a minute lees than a 20 0 bank pattern. The importance of these
maneuver effects will become more evident in Section IV and VI.
2. Center of gravi'ty considerations. Movement of the dolly during
rigging causes a rearward movement of the center of gravity. This is
well diagr&lIllled in the JC-130 aircraft handbooks. The CO shift is
easily corrected by e1e'vator trim, and the aircraft 'Will remain dynamically stable through the rigging process.
a. Recovery pilots should be aware however, that, 'With
exceptiona.l.l.y heavy packages in trail, the aircraft can approach neutral
stabillty, and under unusual circumstances, 'With package oscillation,
beccme manentarily unsta.b1e. The pilot must stay "on top" of his aircraft,
wi th ~ heavy package in trail, and should exercise care even with
llghtweight " systems in trail.
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IV

FUNDAMEN'l'AL RECOVERY FLTING

The recovery pattern is bilSic to aerial recovery. Ita primary purpose
is to place the aircraft in position to effect aerial recovery or to
make a look-see pass. Secondarily, the pattern keeps the aircraft in
the vicinity of the parachute system, allowing the pilot to either make
repeated p8J5ses Jl or to delay until ready to make the recovery passJ
wMle maintaining visual contact with the system. Two patterns are
used: The tear--drop pattern, and the circling approach. A straight-in
approach may be necessary in unusual conditions, but being both selfexplanatory and rarely used, will not be discussed. The weather box,
used under instrument conditions, is discussed in Section VI.
1. The tear-dro pat!:!!:!l:. The teal"-<irop p&tte~ is canprised of •
timed outbound leg 0 20 to 30 seconds, a constant rate (bank) left
turn, and· an inbound leg. Its form is s1mi1ar to an instrument procedure
tear drop, except the l;?- are shorter. The included tear drop angle is
usual.1.y greater than 45 , rather than 200 or 300 • The short legs are
necessary to keep the aircraft close to the system. The turn should be
tight rather than shallaw-, to save time as well as to make it eMier to
acquire and maintain visual contact with the system. A 25 second outbound leg, a 300 bank left turn of apprc~tely 2300 and a 25 second
inbound leg, is the most ccmnonly used pattern. This pattern is
recommended for early training.

1

a. Prior to drop for recovery, a drop heading should be chosen
which will provide the meet advantageoU!l cloud/horizon background on
the intended recovery pass. If one look-see pass will be made prior
to the recovery pass, the aircraft heading at drop should be such that
the desired background is just aft of the left wing tip (see figure 7).
If, on the other hand, there is an undersirable background area to be
avoided, drop with this area. between the nose and the right wing tip.
An e:q:>erienced pilot may sOO1etim~ recover into ~~ackground for practice,
but, early in the program, the selection of a good background is recommended.
b. With the drop heading decidE~d, the next step is to accomplish
the Pilot's Pre-Recovery/Drop Checklist down to deck troughs and shroud
cutter. The proper configuration for dtlploying the rig, and for drop is.:
wing flaps as directed (usuall.y 50%); airspeed 120 to 131 lCIAS; outboand
engine power near ma:x:i.nrum continuous; and inboam power 5000 inch pourlds
torque or below. Airspeed control is normall.7 maintained, prior to
drop, using inbound engines only. When the checklist is nearly complete,
this configuration will be established and the rig depl078d for drop.
While rigging, turns should be flown wit.h minimum angle of bank.
c. The drop altitude recaamended is 14,000 teet MSL. The Bilot
may, however, choose to drop from a different altitude for weather,
increaeed practice, or for other reasons. When advised by the winch
operator that the rig is deployed £or d~op, the aft rigger will stand
by to actuate the drop release on the pilot's canmand "Release the
system - - now."
IV-l
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d. Prior t.o drop" the pilot should set his flight director
heading marker about 45 0 to the right of the tail of the aircraft
(this is approx1.ma.tely the inbound heading and will assist in visually
locating the system in the turn) • At the canmand "- -now'! the pilot
should start his clock. Atter drop" the rigger normally will advise
11 out and open".
The pilot should prCDptJ;y:.reduoel pawef, : set i .tbecautboard engines at or close to zero torque" inboards at about 1000
pounds, m&intain ·hia heading" and begin descent. Hate ot ducent
should be 1800 to 2000 FPM, until the aft rigger advises that the system
is caning up on the horizon. Then the descent rate should be adjusted,
using inboard throttles, to keep the system on or perhap:s slightly above
(not to exceed 2 system lengths) the horiz()n. The descent rate should
stabilize at 1600 or 1700 Fat, with the aircraft being retr1Illned as
necessary. The back-end crew will put the poles down and notit,y the
pilot when he bas a good. rig. The Winch Operator will then reset the
winch control panel. The Co-Pilot will complete the Pre-Recovery/Drop
Checkliat. The aircraft is now ready for recovery.
e. At 25 seconds o\''ltbound a left tum is begun using about
30 0 ot bank. During t~e fil"at 130 b or so c)f turn, the pilot should
fly basic instruments" maintaining his airspeed, bank angle and descent
rate. Atter about 130 0 of turn, the pilot should begin looking outside
intermittently with his cross check" in order to acquire the system
visually at the 9 ot clock position. After acquisition, he should adjust
his descent rate to correct ~ error in his desired altitude with respect
to the system.
f. As the system approaches a position in front of the &.i.rcraft l
elevation should be adJusted to pUt the s;}"stem on the borizon (or project~
horizon) and rollout initiated. A go6li roll-out is the first important
step to a good recovel'lf and should make l.&rge correctiona unneeeuP"t.'l.later.
As the aircraft approaches its proper line up pOSition, the system's
apparent movement along the horizon, .from right to left, will slow down.
If rollout poeition is overshot" the system will begin an apparent movement in the opposite direction, i. e., fran left to right. The pilot
should time his roll-out so that, as the wings level, the system appears
stationar.y against the background.
g. The pilot's next. duty is to inform the recoveI'j" crew of his
intentions" i.e." either"dr.r run", "look-see", or "hot pass". It the
pass is to be a look-see, the pilot lines up to pass to the right of
the system and apprOKimatelT level with it, for a visual inspection.
For a dry run or hot pass, the pilot lines up directly on the system.
h. When lined up inbound. 1 the pilot should irusure that the
airspeed is within the allowable contact envelop (120 to 131 KIAS)"
note whether speed is incre~ing or decreasing" and adjust accordingly,
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Headipg8.nd -elevation corrections should be made as soon 8.8 the need
is sensed, because the longer delayed, the larger the required COITection. Care must be exercised however. Over correction is a commc.n
problem among new recover.r pilote.
i. At about 10 seconds from the system the recover,y crew
should be advised "10 seconds" by the co-pilot. At this time the pilot
should have ~ attitude and airspeed eetabllshed and be able to forget
his instruments entirely, or else he should pull off for another pass.
From this moment, he must.keep a constant visual on the system. and keep
his eyes out of the cockpit. He allows the system to start dropping
below the horizon, attempting to position the aircraft so that the apex
of the parachute passes approximately 7 to l2 teet directly beneath the
noae, with the parachute aligned to the line of flight. CorrectionB
made during the last few seconds should be smooth but positive. large
corrections are not possible, even ,doth large changes of attitudejl
because of the time factor. If. it ILppears large cOITections will be
llecessary in the last few seconds, lL pull-off should be initiated J1
W!Jing (most importantly) power, canbined with fllght controls. A pullof! initiated less tcum three secoruis out is rarely successful, so
pull-off should be init.iated earlier.

[

j. Corrections may be made Using all flight controls. The
elevator, lIIith throttles, handily corrects for elevation, but both
aileron and rudder affect the system lineup. One suggestion - early
in the program, use coordinated aileron and rudder together for line-up
correction, especiaJ.ly out away fran the system. As you gain experience,
and acquire a "feelll for the ny the aircraft and rig moves with the
aileron, and with the rudder, you v.L11 find yourself increasingly able
to make last second "reversed control" corrections using aileron only,
or rudder only, in Uncoordinated faahion. Regardless of your methods,
your technique should be smooth and gradual. There is no excuae :tor
!or abuse of the aircraft.

k. If the paS8 is a dry run or a look-see, the pilot should
reset his clock for t,iming as he pa.'sses the system, and reset his
heading marker, tor the next pass. This applies also for a hot p.'9.SS
"miss."
1. If the paea ie hot, &nd contact is made, the aft left
p.gger will call ~C011t.. ct" followed by the advisory "in trail" or
"tear through" as appropriate. In the unlikely case that it is a tearthrough without:a deng, another pass may be initiated, otherwise, the
pilot should go into a circling approach while the recovery crew rerigs, before attempting another pass.
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m. Assuming the riggers call'is the hoped for "in trail", and
the aircraft is above 10,000 feet, descent. should be continued to below
this altitude so that the crew may work vithout oxy'gen. When cleared
by the pilot, the crew will go off ruc;ygenJl reel,in, and board the
system. Airspeed during reel-in and boa.rc1ing should be 120 to 131 KIAS
Turns, ju.:st as for rigging prior to drop, should be limited to a
minimUm angle of bank, outboard throttles set near max continuous, and
the inbOll.llds at minimum power to maintain altitude and airspeed., Atter
reel-in and boarding, the Pilot- s Post Re(:oveI7/Drop checklist should
be accanplished.
2. I,!le Circling A'eproach. The circling approach is really a
modified tear-drop pat tern, and is usually entered by sbaJ.low1ng out
to 100 or 15 0 of bank when the system reac:hes the wingtip (9 0' clock)
on the (norma.lly 300 bank) tear-drop turn.. It also may be entered on
a tangent properly distant from the system. By maintaining the 100 to
150 bank, steepening or shallowing it, to keep the system at the same
distance on the 'W:ingtip, a continuous circ:le is fiown with two characteristics. The first il5 that the system ldll remain within 2 to 3
miles, easy visual range. The second is that the pilot is in a poe1tion
to turn inbound at any timEI, provided he maintains his descent with the
system, and will be about 25 seconds out whe~ helbl1e 'Cim.!inievllTel
inbound.
&.'
Because of thefJe cilaracterist:lcs, the circling approach is
reconmended for use when the pilot is seeking a better horizon/background, when rigging or reo-rigging must be accanplished, or when the
pilot simply wants to wait (for any reason) tor the system to reach a
lower altitude, with a minimum of maneuvering. Inbound procedures are
the same for the tear-drop pattern.

3. Factors Utecting 1~he Pattern:· ~ecovery patterns, and recovericss
are flown within an indicated airspeed envelop. BecaUBe true airspeed
increases with the decreased. air density of higher altitude{ ata given
indicated airspeed) the recovery pattern is obviously larger dimensionally
at higher altitude. Additionally, the. higher actual speed results in
higher centrifugal force wbile turning, so that more bank angle is
required to turn at the same rate at an increased altitude. The reverae
effect is obvious in a recovery pattern: At higher altitude, uaing the
same angle of bank, the turn is larger and takes longer. This effect
tends to make the pattern larger still, and the differnce between the
pattern at 15,000 feet and 5,000 feet, in closeness to the S7Btem,
is noticeable to the pilot (see figure S).
a. More important, perhaps, is the time taken to fl¥ the pattern.
The recommended 25 second tear-drop takes slightly 1es8 than two minutes.
If weather or other ~ir~3tances limit recover.y op~rtunity, time
becomes critical. Condi tiona may not allow the pil~ much choice as to
the working altitude envelop. But the pilot .E!n change his timing outbound, and his angle of bank.
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b. ,If he elects to fly less than 20 seconds outbound on a
tear-drop, however, he finds himself in an almost constant tum of
270 0 to ,3000 back to the system, even using a 45 0 bank (the limiting
bank with wing flaps extended). The extra turning time surpasses
that Dand outbound and inbound. A twenty second pattern, with a 45 0
bank turn, makes about the shortest pattern, in time, that is pract:tcal.
Using less than 30 0 of bank, or shallowing the turn, results in an
excessively large pattern and lost time. (See figures 1, 2, 3 and 1+).
c. Flying the reccmnend8d 25 second pattern, it can be Deen
that 5 passes should be avilable, before splash, using a 15,000 foot
drop altitude. (See figure S). A rule of thumb is that each pattern
uses up 3,000 :feet of :system altitude.

4.

point.s' for Discussion:

a. Reicon'7:'Pktt.-enl8 are nown USing left hand turns whenever
possible. This aids the pilot in visuall.y acquiring the system. It
also makes it poss'ible for the pilot flying back-up to plan his back-up
pattern.
b. Minimum al't itude for recovery is 400' absolute altitude at
contact. If the aircraft is not inbound 20 seconds or less out when
the system reaches 1,000 1 , it is obvious a recovery cannot be made.
c. Using only the two inboaJ:ld throttles in the recovery pattern.
is recommended in order to minimize yaw (fraD possible aasymetric power),
caused by throttle setting or engine differences. However, some
'
experienced recovery pilots perfer using all four throttles and compensate
for uneven power effects ldth rudder. New recovery pilots, will genera1l.y
do better by usil~ o~ the inboards until their recovery judgement is
highly developed. All pilots, however J should be prepared (especially
less than 10 seconds out) to use all four throttles for a pull-Off it
neo88s&l7.
d. The parachute :system, as mentioned in Section II "tlies"
(descends) according to its indicated vertical airspeed. Thus it:s
actual descent rate (TAS) decreases with decreased altitude. The'
aircraft may be able to "stay with" a system, at a lower altitude, when
it would not at a rdgher altitude.
e. Stresses on the system during recovery are chiefly a
function of aircraft true airspeed, winch performance, type of contact
and type of systen:, although there are other factors. One way to help
reduce stresses on the system is to plan contact at a lower altitude
(lower TI\5). If rr.a.xirlum altitude (15,000' MSL) must be used, the only
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way to minimize stress caused by the TAS 18 to fly the bottom side
of the allowable indicated airspeed envelc)ps(120 knots). The aircraft should be flown more carefully, i.e., the pilot should be
more reluctant to accept a chance tor a mediocre contact, i.e., pall
off if possible, when !lying near the upper 1im1ts of both the altitude
and the airspeed envelope at the same time,_ The best aasu.rance ot a
successful recovery at any a.ltitude, or &1'0' airspeed, is Ii good contact.,
This is especially important when nearing the airspeed and uti tude
l1m1ts.
f. Inboard engine power of 5,000 pounds torque or below is
recanmended during rigging, drop and reel·-in. The purpose of this
procedure is to mjnimize the possibil1ty ,of turbulent airflow around
a.nd behind the fuselage. However, if· mor,e inboard power is needed to
m8.1ntain level flight, there should be no reluctance to use it.
g. When the h(;OVery crew is working, they are not secure and
can be likened to eggs. in .... tin box. The pilot mat at all times show
his awareness of this sit.WJ.tion by his handling ot the aircra.tt. The
crew and equipnent must be secured any time other than smooth, stable
essentla.lly one "G" flight might be expected.

•
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V THE HIGH SPEED (EPF) RUN
1.

General:

&.
The first four sections have cont.ained inf'ormation basic to
the actual aerial recovery. The remaining sections present techniques
used prior to the recovery pattern, and !Supplemental procedures
appropriate tor training in support of the overall unit mission.

b.

The high speed run is used when the aircraft is not initially
Using the Electronic Direction
Finding (EDF) Equipnent as the prima.ry source of bearing inf'ormation,
it is designed to put the aircraft within visual acquiSition range in
DdIUJmwn time, and in a position to work the system at the highest
possible altitude.
wi thin visual range of the system.

(

c. The manner in which a run is made depends upon whether or not
the system position, rela"Cive to the aircraft position, is known.
However, all. runs begin with the recovery aircraft at an "On Station
Position" (O.S.p) at a given altitude, with a predicted parachute
depla.y.ment time and altitude. For high speed run training a drop
aircraft drops a system at. the prescribed time and altitude. Mounted
on the system i8 an electronic beacon Wi:tCh the EDF operator can track
to provide the pilot with bearings to the system. In "Haning" to the
system, pilot procedures are much the same as for ADY H~.
d. All alternate equipnent that will aid system interception
should be uaed to back up the EDF equipment. The UHF/OF poeition of
the UHF COUJDalld radio may be selected and turned to the beacon frequency,
it appropriate. The aircraft radar may also be abl.e to track the system,
but cannot be counted upon, 88 radar acquisition usually occurs at less
than 25 miles range. Dead reckoning procedures, of course, useful onl.y
if the position of the s~9tem is known.
e. Regardless of the distance to be run, the pilot needs to know
the parachute deployment (drop) altitude, time, and expected system
descent rate (time-to-f'all data). For training, the recovery aircraft
OSP altitude is usuall,y between FL200 and FL250, and the drop aircraft
at least aa high. At parachute deployment time the pilot should s'tart
ms clock for elapsed time, turn to the systeJ:l bearing, and, unless he
knows his aircraft is close (within 20 miles) to the system and at
l.east 10,000 teet below it, begin descent to achieve a high airspeed.
The descent is planned So that the running recovery aircraft will s~'
a minimum o;f 4,000 feet below the system a1.tltude, estimated ;fran ,
elapsed time and the time-to-f'a.1l data, untU approaching sea level
makes this separation impossible.
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f. Highest average true airspeed will normally be achieved
using maximum. continuous power. However J C-130 handbook 2.;G
structural indicated airspeed limite must hc,-t be exceeded. .When
turbulence may be expected, as in passage through cumul1torm clouds
or known areas of CAT, the use of the 3.00 n1rspeed l1m.i.t is recommended. If rapld cleecent is required, it will be necessary to reduce
power to remain within either limitation.
2.

Distance Run - System Poeition Unknown:

a. When the distance tree the aircratt to the system is unknown
and could be at extreme range, the pilot must try to cover as much
distance as possible within the available time-to-fall, while remaining
below the system. With distance (thus avernge true airspeed) the prime
consideration, interception of the system 801. the highest working altitude
by necessity must be given lesser considera1iion. At marlnrum continuous
power J the aircraft crlnnot descent at a nOl"lY'al system descent rate and
remai.nw1thin"it8 .. a1tspeed l.ilII1ts. therefol-e',' descent; should begin
early enough to keep the aircraft well below the system allowing a lower
rate of aircraft descent. This will avoid ~L forced power reduction
later to keep the aircraft below the system" The run should be planned
so that the system can be thcro.gbt:,of as overtaking (vertically) the
aircraft but never quite catching it. Potential run performance also
is lost ~ time the aircraft must level off, which reduces the run
speed to max:hmmt"' cruise airspeed. De,scending too rapidly', too soon,
would force the aircraft to level off (and slow down) for sea level with
the system far above. A properly flown high speed run for distance is
a continuous high speed descent resulting in the aircrat't approaching
sea level 2 to 5 minutes ahea,d of estimated system splash, without the
necessity for power reduction or level off prior to visual acquisition,
station passage, or aircraft altitude 400 f~et above sea level, whichever
occurs first. Average aireral't descent rater., depending upon the time-tofall, will generally be between 1000 and 1500 FW for initial aircraft
altitudes above FL200, resulting in airspeeds approximating the 3.OG
limit for most of the run.

3. Short Run - System Position Known:
If the system position is known to be a relatively' short distance away
(say,less than ;0 Miles with an ample spread between initial system and
aircraft nlti tude) J avcrR.e~ tU11 speed decreases in iT"'portancn. The
pil(l)t,~ choose to sDcrii'ice some airsro(l,' in ordor- 1...0 il)t.,(~:,:!('::1... at a
higher altitude to make visual acquisition etasier, to permit a bigher
altitude inspection pass, or because of law altitude weather. Regardless
of the profile chosen, the aircraft should •• rrive sut'ticiently below
the system to allow leveling off, slowing deMn, and deployment of the
rig. Norma1.1y, the established planning minimum of 4,000 feet vertical
separation 18 sufficient. Since l5,0<X> teet, MSL is the highest reconry
altitude normally permitted, aircraft altitude at interception must be
carefully palnned to allow time for slow up and rig, yet not waste
working altitude.
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VI

The Weather Box - Station Passage and Visual Acquisition
Procedures

1. Prior to Tisual acquisition, Tertical separation tran the system
must be maintained, normally 40c0 teet o:r more below the' published 7//1€". Ttl· ~/NI..
/J4;rJ:f NJ.aQ.~. An add! tional tJafety factor can be obtained Q7 tl1ing a 5
or 10 deg1'ee otfset heading when in the known area of the system and
just prior to station passage. This can be determined tran experience
in working with the EDF Operator and from an ITA proTided by the
navigator based on the predicted gZ±d reference as determined tran
bearings of the other fore::e aircraft.
2. Upon electronic station passage, slow the aircraft to a stabilised
airspeed (120 - 131 KIAS lreccmnended) at which the,weather box will be
fiown. This slow down &IlIi elUir.r.into the weather box may be done in
any number of wayB. Two I)f WfllCh are mentioned here:

3. Upon statioll passage begin timing of the weather box, reduce power
to zero torque, maintaining a descent higher than that of the system ..
Turn left, 90 degrees and hold
this heading 20 to 30 seconds. Turn left, 90 degrees and continue
this left hand pattern. Adjustments in the pattern ~ pe made it the
DF bearing to the system is significantly off the wing tip position at
the 30 second point of a one-minute leg of the weather box.
and continue outbound tor 15 seconds.

f

4. A second method is to execute a 20-30 second teardrop pattern and
return to the s:rstem slowing to a stabilized airspeed (120-131 KIAS
recommended). Upon second station passage begin timing of the weather
box maintaining a constant lAS and a rate of descent higher than that
ot the s:rstem. Norma.1ly a one-minute left hand pattern is tlown.
Adjustments may be made as described above.

S. Once established in the weather box, deplo,.ment of the recove!"7
rig may be accomplished during the descent phase or after visual tlight
conditions are achieved. Normal.ly, deployment of the rig in the
descending pattern is m05tcS8irabl~'\e
ce
early de.plO)"lllent. of the rig
yroft y ..,~;:r
IV
will release the recovery
~~o
visual acquisition ot the
s;rst.em once it has descended clear ot the claa.ds. Once nsual tlight
conditions have been achieved, and the loop deployed, it is recamnende:d
that a level box pattern be maintained about 1500 teet below bases of
the cloud deck.

6.

When a recovery is to be made between cloud l.&yers, a clear area
of at least 5000 feet is desirable. It is unlikely that a successful
recovery can be made fran a one-minute box pattern with less than
2500 teet between cloud deckB.
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VII

The Lock-5ee Pass

Once visual. sighting of the parachute occurs, two types of inspection
passes.,. be made, namel:;r with the airc:raft rigged or unrigged for
aerial recovery. The unrigged look-see is normally performed at or
above 25,()(X) feet MSL sinc:e the aircraft should not be flown
unpressurized above this n.ltitude, The :rigged look-see can then be
made below 25,000 feet M3J~.
A. Unrigged look-see - When making a high altitude, unrigged,
look-see, consideration ~lst be given to the excessive rate of descent
of the system \(greater trum 2500 fpn) and the reduced turning radius
of the aircraft. If a circling pattern is flown then the aircraft
should be kept eane six miles fran. the system. When the parachute
begins to approach the horizon, a turn toward the descending system
should be initiated. It :ls important to remember that at high altitud e8
the aircraft and parachutl:! are at about -the same altitude when the
system appears to be one or two system lengths above the distant horizon.
The look-see pass should cause the parachute to pass just to the left ,of
the wingtip, level or just slightly above the aircraft. This pass will
also per.mit evaluation of the actual parachute descent rate as well as
the condition of. the parachute and suspended weight. The operations plan
contains specific information regarding evaluation of the parachute
system.
i

f

1. High Speed Descent - After canpletion of the unrigged
look-see pus, the quickest method of descending to a "working" altitude
or backup position is by means of a high speed descent. This is accanplished b,y raising the flaps to zero degrees, retarding the throttles
to flight idle, and descending at or near ma..x:imum allowable KIAS until
2000 teet below the desired level off altitude. It is of course important
to maintain visual contact, with the parachute and other aircraft at all
times if possible. . A penetration tear drop pattern may be accomplished,
expecially if instrument conditions are present. Consid8ration must be
given to insure that descent is made away from other aircraft and that
return to the system made so as to arrive outside a normal weather box
pattern or below other aircraft in the recovery area. Keeping other
aircraft commanders advised of your intentions and actions is imperative
for obvious safety reaaon$.
2. Low Speed Descent - An alternate method that may be Used
after completion of an unrigged high altitude looksee is a low speed
descent. This is perforeed by lowering 100% flaps, lowering the landing
gear, opening the air deflectors and descending so as not to exceed 145
"KIAS', With this type descent it is only necessary to descend to the
desired level off altitude and not below. The landing gear should be
raised just prior to level off and the flApe raised to 50%. The
advantages of a low speed descent are:
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a.

Allows aircraft to remain close to the parachute

b.

Usually easier to maneuver.into back-up position

system.
behind priJna.ry aircraft.

c.

Places less stress on aircraft in turbulent weather

conditions
d. Allows aft cargo door ramp to be opened it desired
while still descending.

The disadvantages of a low speed descent are:
a. At higher altitudes the descent rate of the parachute
system and aircraft are appraximately equal.
b. Takes longer to arrive at desired altitude and deplo,y
aerial recovery rig than when using high speed descent.

3.

Possibilit.y of forgetting to raise landing gear exists.

B. RIOOED LOOKED - If the aircraft making the looksee is supposed
to act as back-up tor the primary aircraft, the'moat desira.ble pattern
that can be flown is the rigged looksee. When USing thi$ procedure, the
aircraft should be slowed and the aerial recovery rig deployed prior to
the ].ookaee:-:paae. Slowing and rigging is normally done at 18,000 to
20,<xx> feet MoSL, wea.ther conditions permittl.ng. Obviously, this procedure
.can only be used when the aircraft is positl.oned close to the descending
parachute system with a great deal of vertical separation. Once the
aircraft is readied toraeria1 recovery, the pilot should continue to
circle the system in a counterclockwise direction while waiting for the
parachute to arrive at his altitude. M.any- variations of this procedure
are of course possible. For example, the aircraft could be rigged at
16,000 ft MSL and then a climb initiated in the rigged condition so &8
to meet the parachute and perform the looksee at 18,000 or 20,000 ft
HSL. Sane of the advantages of the rigged looksee are:
1. Allows more time to rig aircraf.t for aerial recovery in the
event of difficulties.
.
2.

Allows the aircraft to stay, clc)se to the parachute at all

times.
."
Uaual.ly very eUly to maneuTer into a proper back-up p05i t.ion
since pi~c . is not distracted b.r procedures and/or difficulties of
rigging aircraft. One word of caution on u:,ing such a procedure, the
pilot should emphasize to all crew members the proper utilization of
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OJCYgen. All crew members should moni tor .~ch other closely since
hypoxia could a!!ect a crew .ember quick~ while working unpressurized
at high altitude. Regardless of the type "looksee" that is being
performed, the pilot should be "rolled out inbound" befor~a parachute
reaches the vi8~ble horizon. It is much more desirable to have to
climb sl1ghtl,y while inbound then have to dive the aircraft in order
to pass level or slightly below the parachute on the inspection pas8.
Remember, a low IAS at high altitudes still gives a high TAS with
resultant high closure rate on the parachute. Keep the airspeed betweell
12O-l3ttKIAS when possibleo You have gone to a great deal of trouble
in preparation for the inapection pass so make the looksee a good one.
One last, but very important tip, do not circle too close to the s;:rstem
while waiting for it to approach the hori:i5on and then find ;you are in a
constant turn and unable to roll out inbound to the s;ystem. Remember
that 30 seconds out at 28,(XX) feet MSL and 125 nAS r~uires over 1/2
mile greater la~eral separlltion from the parachute then 30 seconds out
at 10,000 teet HSL and 125 KlAS.
liaiver of Looksee - In th., event weather or other circumstances do not
allow sufficient time for accomplishment of a normal looksee, the
Aircraft Commander has the authorit;r to perform a curSor.Y looksee while
"inbound hot" o;l an aerial recovery pass.' This authOrity will be used
with discretion.

(
•
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PROBABILITIES OF SUCCESS

1. The recovery gear envelop contains a total of apprax1mately 268
sq. teet of area inboam of each pole when extended. This represents
a distance of 20.5 teet between pole tips and a vertical distance of
18 teet fran the outer 3kirl of the ramp door to the pole tip. The
recovery envelop is dirtded into four zones between the poles ud "four
additional zones below and outside the pole areas as shown on figure 10.
2. Parachute reference point for canputing zonal contacts relative to
the recovery envelop is the center of the parachute skirt. EYen through
successful recoveries have been made with contaets ou~side the pole areas,
this is not desirable. Zones 1, 2 and 3 l"epresent the areas of highest
probable success. Zones 5 and 7 are the next. most probable areas lfhile
6, 4 and 8 are the least probable and leW!Jt desirable areas of contact.
An example of actual statintical data ccapiled fran April 1964 to Feb
1966 is shown below for rec!overy qualified pilots &15 a group:
~roTAL

[

SYSTEXS WORKED

~SU~FUL

1

954

100

2

319

100

3

236

100

5

3TI

99.5

7

14

92.9

6

102

89.2

4

lSl

81.2

8

50

74. 0

2233

97.2

TO'lALS

Individual recOTery qUllllt1ed pilot results tor each month are
turnished showing the number of systems worked and the success or
failure ot each zonal conu!lct.
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FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY
FIGURES
1. Calculated aircraft maneuverability discussion, with respect to a
de8cendi.n8 system, has been mil'limized in the Jfext simply because no two
pilots, aircraft, atmospheric conditions, or l~ecovery situations canbine
in the same fashion twice.
2.

The tabulated data in figure 11 is fran

all

E-6B cc.mputer, the AFM

51-37 tum performance chart and then canbined graphical.ly.

3.

The charts, in themselves, .proveve17 little than an experienced
Recovery Pilot does not alread.v know or that a student does not intuitively
teel. They are included. to validate reca:mended. techP..iques, pictorial.lT
present varied patterns and to e.llow visual c<:>mparison of cha.nging TAS
effects.
a.

Figure One: Using data at a constant 7':IXJ ft., the effect of only

bank angle change is shown to I5cc:le with elapeed time, system altitude 108s,
and ma.ximum distance fran system listed.

b. Figure Two: The effect of 5()(X) ft intervals between four tear
drop patterns incorporating both aircraft and system change in TAS.

o.

Figure Three:

(1) Aircraft ms.."leUvelring varies widely between pilots when a
l.ast minute,. low~i~ude pattern is fiown. The numbers on this chart
probably differ
(plus and minus) than do the other charts from
actual experience.

(2) The distance outbound, the ~ level time inbound, the
total elapsed time and system llltitude loss before chute contact at 500
it is the basic information.
(3) Two complete 30 degree and. 45 degree bank" 20 second tear.
drop patterns are shown. For example,. the 30 degree bank pattern requires
beginning at 3200 feet with ldUlg-tip poeition at 2100 feet in order to
contact the systen at .500 feet.
(4) Often there is a teIXiency to rsnain too far away fran a
system when it is at a 10w altitude. Therefore" a 25 second nan:inal.
distance at 7500 feet, with turn-in bank: angles and resultant inbound.
times at sea level 18 depicted for the sake 01' canparison.

d. Figure Four: The resulting reduced inbound time and additional
system. altitude loss is shown ,,men angle of bank is reduced to 25 degrees
at the system wing-tip position and then further reduced to 20 degrees
during the last 90 degrees of f..urn.
1-1
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FOR orFISt\L USE ONLY
e. .£lgure Five: At 15 degrees higher than standard atmospheric
temperature, a 25 second outbound leg will put you on a ! standard rate
turning circle when the system is on the wing-tip and;;ill keep you 25
seconds fran the system. While you will not be able to fly an accurate 4
minute turn circle, around th~ system for any great length of time, the
chart does demonstrate how a nominal 25 second circle closes in with
altitude loss. Angles of bank, elapsed time and altitude, and distance
are shown frCQ 15,CXX) feet to Sea level.
f.

Figure Six:

(l) Weather Box patt.erns are probably the most diffiou1.t to
fly accurately due to system high ballistic drit't, aircraft drift (which Mf
...-..t be different) and imposed box entrance, None of these variables can
be adequately covered here and the recommended 1 minute--leg pattern with
wing-tip/30 second adjustment will minimize these problema.

I

(2) The pattern in figure aix is no wind (system or aircraft),
125 KIAS" 30 degree \\ank and at a constant 7500 feet. The basic 1 minute
b«x is tangential to the ~ standard rate nominal circle at the wing-tip
points and only the box wieith and altitude loss will vary. Note that
either a 30 second outbound with a 90 degree left turn or a 25 second
outbound with a system wing-tip rollout will establish the aircraft at the
recommended distance.
(3) A full tear-drop, wing-tip" and maximum distance away
patterns at 7500 feet are alBC) included.
(4) If the EDF bearing was steady enough to use as an ADF, the
system bearing would be 35 degrees aft of the wing tip 30 seconds after
passage and 35 degrees ahead of the wing tip after the 90 degrees turn
and the beginning of the next leg. But using the 35 degrees check point
under significant drift conditions would probably do more harm than good
due to system ballistic drift and aircraft drift differences.
g. Figures Seven and Eig.!:!!:.: These charts show vertical and
horizontal views ",! continuous te~op patterns frCJ!l 1500 feet with
TAS as the only variable.
h. !1~~:-::._~~i.ae: This chart shows resultant wings level inbound
legs if the system. i.s maintained at 1.75 NM.
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VERTICAL SPEED
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